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Results
The F-tests between NIDA and the other four localities are statistically significant: NIDA
vs. Denver, F=0.11, P<0.001; NIDA vs. Oakland, F=0.03, P<0.001; NIDA vs. Sacramento,
F=0.004, P<0.001; NIDA vs. Seattle F=0.191, P<0.05. The median of the THC/CBD ratio is
similar between localities, but the range (25th, 75th percentile, maximum, and minimum) are
greater for most localities particularly Oakland and Sacramento (fig. S1). Additionally,
Sacramento, Oakland, and Denver have samples with a much higher ratio, demonstrating that all
of these localities have higher variety compared to NIDA. Indeed, among the samples with both
THC and CBD, NIDA’s variance for the THC/CBD ratio is the lowest (0.021), followed by
Seattle (0.11), Denver (0.18), Oakland (0.755) and Sacramento (6.07).
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Fig. S1. Median and range for the log transformed THC to CBD ratio by location. Median (line within the
box), 25th and 75th percentile (bottom and top of the box respectively), and range (bars outside the box). Outliers are
dots outside the box and range.

With the k-mean clustering we established the samples we analyzed can be clustered into
two groups based on similarities in the six measured cannabinoids. These two groupings (fig. S2)
show that NIDA’s cannabinoid variation is found almost entirely in one of the two clusters,
while the private market’s variation is found throughout both clusters. This finding further
supports that the federal government does not capture the diversity in cannabinoids from the
private market.
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Fig. S2. Clusters from PC1 vs PC2 for three locations. Two clusters represent the variation given our data in gray
and magenta. The black boxes represent the means of each cluster.

